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CONFIDENTIALITY 

This confidential document is being delivered by iperceptions Inc. (“iperceptions”) to a limited 

number of parties. This document is provided on an informational basis only. The recipient 

agrees to keep the information contained herein or made available in connection with any further 

discussion permanently confidential. THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE PHOTOCOPIED, 

REPRODUCED, OR DISTRIBUTED TO OTHER THIRD PARTIES at any time without the prior 

written consent of iperceptions. iperceptions makes no express or implied representation or 

warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the enclosed information. iperceptions expressly 

disclaims any and all liability that may be based upon such information, errors or omissions. 

 

 

 

TRADE SECRETS AND PATENT PENDING INNOVATIONS 

iperceptions’ solutions and software are providing its end-users with innovative solutions 

involving new and innovative intercept solutions, data collection solutions, analytics and metrics 

for decision making professionals. Numerous software components, mechanisms, architecture 

elements, algorithms and analytic indicators that have been developed by iperceptions over the 

years are intended to be protected by either trade secrets or are objects of patent protection. 

 

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

© 2018 iperceptions, Inc. All rights reserved. 

iperceptions is among the registered trademarks or the trademarks owned by iperceptions in 

Canada, the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are or may be 

trademarks of their respective owners. 

Adobe is either a registered trademark or trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the 

United States and/or other countries. 

THIS DOCUMENT “INTEGRATION WITH ADOBE® ANALYTICS” IS NOT AUTHORIZED, 

ENDORSED OR SPONSORED BY ADOBE SYSTEMS INCORPORATED, PUBLISHER OF 

ADOBE ANALYTICS. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Get the full picture of your visitors’ digital experience by integrating Adobe® Analytics with your 

iperceptions Voice of the Customer (VoC) data. By pushing iperceptions survey data points like 

Visitor Intent, Task Completion and Overall Satisfaction into the behavioral reporting available 

with Adobe Analytics, you gain a better understanding of how your users viewed their experience 

and gain the real-time insights you need to make decisions faster.  

Some of the key benefits of the iPerceptions integration with Adobe Analytics include the ability 

to: 

• Pinpoint the barriers that are causing visitors to drop out of your purchase funnel. 

• Add context to your key web analytics metrics like Pages per Session and Average Time 

on Page. 

• Bring clarity to your visitors’ URL paths and determine if they are navigating the way you 

want them based on their Visitor Intent.  

 

For this integration, iperceptions supports the s_code.js and AppMeasurement.js versions of the 

Adobe Analytics JavaScript library (referred to as the “s_code file” in this document), as well as 

DTM (Dynamic Tag Management) libraries.   

This document provides an overview of how the iperceptions integration with Adobe Analytics 

works and includes technical instructions for setting up this integration.  

 

 

This integration is available as an add-on solution to an iperceptions Enterprise subscription.  

Contact your iperceptions Strategic Account Manager or reach out to sales@iperceptions.com 

for more information. 
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HOW THE INTEGRATION WORKS 

The iperceptions integration with Adobe Analytics uses a common unique key generated by 

iperceptions to link their iperceptions survey responses to their corresponding session in your 

reporting suite in Adobe Analytics. 

This common key can also be found in iperceptions datafiles, which can be downloaded using 

the ‘Data Export’ feature in the iperceptions Enterprise platform. 

 

What does the common key do? 

The common key links the following data for individual visitors:  

 

RESPONDENT ID / SURVEY DATA SESSION ID 

Their survey responses, plus an indicator that 

they accepted the survey invitation (default) 

 

(iperceptions collection servers) 

Their behavioral clickstream data from your 

website or mobile app 

 

(Adobe Analytics tracking servers) 

It is also possible for iperceptions data for an individual user to be pushed to Adobe Analytics 

before they completed the survey. For example, if you would like to have the option to segment 

your behavioral data by those who agreed to take the survey but did not complete it. Please 

refer to the next section for more information.  
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When is the common key generated? 

The common key for an individual user is generated once the user first receives an iperceptions 

survey invitation during a given session on your website or mobile application. 

Here is a high-level overview of the user experience as they enter your website or mobile app, 

and when the common key comes into play:  

Steps What does the visitor do? What happens? 

1 
Visitor accesses your website 

or mobile app 

A session ID is generated in Adobe Analytics to 

track this visitor’s activity.  

2 

Visitor receives an invitation to 

participate in an iperceptions 

survey 

iperceptions generates a common key for this 

visitor. 

3 
Visitor accepts the survey 

invitation and continues their 

session 

An indicator that this visitor accepted the survey 

invitation is pushed to Adobe Analytics with the 

common key.  

The Session ID continues to track this visitor’s 

activity. 

4 
Visitor completes the 

iperceptions survey (reaches 

the “Thank You Page”) 

A Respondent ID is generated for this visitor.  

The survey responses are pushed to Adobe 

Analytics in real-time with the common key. 

 

When does iperceptions push data into Adobe Analytics with the common key? 

By default, iperceptions pushes data into Adobe Analytics twice with the common key:  

• When the visitor accepts the iperceptions survey invitation. It’s also at this time that the 

Session ID and the common key are linked.  

• When the visitor reaches the end of the iperceptions survey. 

iperceptions can push data into Adobe Analytics at other stages of the survey experience as 

well. Please specify your preferences with your dedicated iperceptions Customer Success 

Manager.  
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How does iperceptions push data to Adobe Analytics? 

iperceptions uses eVars (max. 255 characters each) to push data to your Adobe Analytics suite. 

As defined by Adobe, the main purpose of an eVar is to provide you the ability to segment your 

conversion success metrics in custom marketing reports in Adobe Analytics.  

eVars are leveraged the following way for this integration: 

• One eVar is allocated to the common key. 

• One or more eVars are allocated to survey answers. The number of eVars required is 

dependent on the amount of iperceptions data you would like to push to Adobe 

Analytics. Please refer to the next section for more information.  

 

This approach is beneficial for the following reasons: 

1. The common key can be generated and sent once the iperceptions survey invitation is 

accepted. This can simplify the process of building reports and segments in Adobe 

Analytics. 

2. Separating the common key from the survey responses allows for a static classification 

file if using SAINT Classifications. 

 

By default, iperceptions sends the data as a Page View (s.t function call), though iperceptions 

can also support sending the data as a Custom Link (s.tl function call).  Please advise your 

iperceptions Customer Success Manager if sending data as a Custom Link would be preferred.   
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In what format is the iperceptions data sent through the eVar?  

Question IDs and Answer IDs are both sent as integers in the following format: 

[QUESTION_ID]:[ANSWER_ID] | [QUESTION_ID]:[ANSWER_ID] | … 

 

This format is used to save space on total eVar size and to simplify the eVar answer string 

format. You can then use SAINT classifications to extract the answers and convert these 

integers into text.  

Below are iperceptions’ default syntax rules and separators used in the eVar answer string, 

applying the SAINT classification principles:  

Separators What it does in the eVar answer string 

Pipe (“|”) Separate the questions 

Colon (“:”) Separate the Question ID and its corresponding Answer IDs  

Comma (“,”) Separate the answers when more than one can be provided for the same 

Question ID (e.g. for multi-select questions) 

Tilde (“~”) Separate a Set-of-Ratings answer from its score, a Calculated Fields answer 

from its percentage score, or a Request Form Fields answer from its value 

 

The following is an example eVar answer string, where the numbers in blue are the Question 

IDs, the numbers or strings in green are the Answer IDs, and the separators are shown in 

black (demo Question IDs and Answer IDs are used for this example): 

  
99990:888881|99991:8888882,888883|99992:888884~1,888885~4,888886~3|99993:open-
ended answer|99994:888887~17,888888~50,888889~32,888890~1|99995:888891~answer 
A,888892~answer B|99996:888893,888894,888895 

 

Question ID Description 

99990 Single-select question 

99991 Multi-Select question for which two options were selected 

99992 Set-of-Ratings question with four answers (and their corresponding score) 

99993 Open-Ended question 

99994 Calculated Fields question with 4 fields that add up to 100% 

99995 Request Form Fields question with two fields 

99996 Ranking question with three answers (their order in the string is per rank) 

https://www.iperceptions.com/?utm_source=technical-manual&utm_medium=email&utm_content=integration-adobe-analytics
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iperceptions will provide a mapping of Answer ID values to the text strings seen in the survey. 

If you have specific syntax requirements, please also send a detailed description of your syntax 

requirements to your dedicated iperceptions Customer Success Manager. 

 

How much iperceptions data can be sent via a single eVar? 

A single eVar has a maximum 255-character count. It is important to consider the maximum 

character count for each question type when determining the number of eVars you want to use 

and the iperceptions data you want to push as part of this integration.  

• (Recommended) Some question types will use the same low character count from eVar 

to eVar (Single-Select, Single-Select with Score, Attributes)  

• (Caution) Some question types will use a similar character count from eVar to eVar, but 

with a higher character count than single-select question types (Set-of-Ratings, 

Ranking, Calculated Fields) 

• (Not recommended) Some questions types will have a variable character count from 

eVar to eVar, with the potential of taking up a high character count (Multi-Select, Open-

Ended Text, Request Form Field)  

The recommended implementation method involves sending 5-8 survey data points into a single 

eVar by leveraging Adobe Analytics SAINT Classifications.  To send in more than 8 survey data 

points into Adobe Analytics, multiple eVars can be used, each sending in 5-8 survey data 

points.   

Please reach out to your iperceptions Customer Success Manager to determine the best setup 

for your needs. 
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CHECKLIST: WHAT TO CONFIRM TO PERFORM THE INTEGRATION 

The following items must be confirmed with the iperceptions team to begin the process of 

integrating your iperceptions data with Adobe Analytics: 

 

SETUP 

 
The URL to the production s_code file, or a copy of the s_code file 
that iperceptions can host separately. 

 If the survey invitation will be displayed on both HTTP and HTTPS pages, the URLs 

to the production s_code need to be provided for both HTTP and HTTPS. 

 If there is domain-specific or URL-specific logic in the s_code file that may be 

incompatible with the iperceptions.com domain (where the survey is displayed), it is 

recommended that a separate copy of the s_code file is provided for iperceptions to 

host separately.  

 If the s_code library is placed on your website through a Tag Management Solution 

(TMS), a link (URL) to the s_code file is still required to send the survey responses 

into the Adobe Analytics reporting suite. This is because the iperceptions survey 

responses are sent from the iperceptions survey engine, which is hosted separately 

from your website. 

 If you are providing iperceptions with a customized version of the s_code, make sure 

to modify the tracking servers so that they are the correct ones. 

 
Confirmation that the s_code will be available on all pages where 
the iperceptions invitation is displayed. 

If the s_code is not available on all pages, iperceptions should include the s_code when 

the invitation is displayed to send the common key. 

 
Whether sending the data as a Page View (s.t function call) or a 
Custom Link (s.tl function call) is preferred. 

By default, iperceptions sends the data as a Page View (s.t function call), though 

iperceptions can also support sending the data as a Custom Link (s.tl function call).  

 
The name of the Adobe Analytics reporting suite where 
iperceptions will be sending survey data points. 

The reporting suite should be the same for all iperceptions respondents in a survey.  This 

value is used to ensure that the data is sent to the correct reporting suite when testing 

the integration. 
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(If Applicable) Notify the iperceptions team of any APIs you may 
be using generate Session ID on your side. 

iperceptions may need to include it in the integration before survey data is pushed into 

Adobe Analytics once a visitor completes an iperceptions survey.  

 

DATA AND ANALYSIS 

 The eVar to use for the common key. 

 

 The eVar(s) to use to send additional survey data points. 

If you have specific syntax requirements different than the ones outlined earlier in this 

document, please provide a detailed description of your syntax requirements. 

 

 
The iperceptions data points that you want to push to your Adobe 
Analytics reporting suite.  

Keep in mind the 255-character count for each eVar, and the potential character count of 

the different iperceptions question types when choosing your desired iperceptions data 

points, and the number of eVars you will dedicate to the iperceptions survey responses.  

A discussion with your dedicated iperceptions Customer Success Manager would be 

recommended to complete this step.  

 

 
Any additional properties to set when sending survey data points 
to Adobe Analytics. 

This can include s.channel, s.pagename, s.eVarXX, s.propXX, s.events, etc.  
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iperceptions is a global leader in Voice of the Customer (VoC) solutions, guiding the world's 

most respected brands to become customer-centric organizations. iperceptions balances 

expertise and technology to transform feedback into insights that allow brands to align and 

execute more quickly. iperceptions’ VoC platform collects and analyzes the feedback of 

real users in real situations across the customer lifecycle. With an experienced team that 

has managed 1000s of VoC programs since 1999, iperceptions offers a full range of 

services from survey design to deployment to analysis. iperceptions collects 100+ million 

feedback data-points every year across 80 countries and in 35 languages for retail, 

hospitality, finance, education, healthcare and automotive brands.  
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